ments of the arm, head, and face that resulted in defensive postures seemingly aimed to guard the monkey Reaching for Answers from some impending bodily threat.
Are these complex postures simply serendipitously occurring spontaneous movements? Apparently not because they occur at short latencies with respect to the The exact function of motor cortex continues to be an microstimulation (Ͻ66 ms), and they persist in full form enigma. In this issue of Neuron, Graziano et al. (2002) under anesthesia, albeit less consistently. The micropresent provocative data showing that microstimulastimulation-evoked movements also appear to supertion of the precentral cortex evokes complex movesede the monkey's normal reaching movements, and ments, and conclude that the motor and premotor completely fail to compensate for obstacles placed in cortex together may form a single map of complex the movement path.
postures.
Are the evoked movements indistinguishable from normal voluntary movements? The hand trajectory It has long been known that the cortex of the precentral evoked from at least one site exhibited the same bellgyrus composes a motor map of the body, but the role shaped velocity profiles that are characteristic of normal of this area in motor control remains controversial. This movements, but these aspects of the results are not as is largely because the motor cortex exhibits different thoroughly documented. Indeed, the relatively unstrucproperties under different experimental conditions. Early tured nature of the experiment, combined with the comstudies of wrist-only movements showed that neuronal plexity of the evoked movements, makes it difficult to activity was correlated with muscle force (Evarts, 1968) . ) were postures associated with manipulating food or guarding the body-the monkeys in this experiment were presumably in a "motor set" associated with receiving food from a larger and potentially dangerous primate. Is the failure to observe these complex and seemingly natural postures in previous studies a result of training monkeys to perform simple and evidently unnatural tasks? Given that many physiological studies involve more-or-less unnatural tasks, one disquieting possibility is that some of the properties attributed to "normal" brain function are actually the products of adaptive plasticity in highly trained subjects.
